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Задания:  

1. Listening 

Task 1 

Вы услышите 6 высказываний. Установите соответствие между 

высказываниями каждого говорящего А-F и утверждениями, данными 

в списке 1-7. Используйте каждое утверждение, обозначенное 

соответствующей цифрой, только один раз. В задании есть одно лишнее 

утверждение. Вы услышите запись дважды. 

 

1. It’s good to have a part-time job when you’re a university student. 

2. Problems with time-keeping are not always the student’s fault. 

3. University students have lots of new expenses to cope with. 

4. Learning to do chores is part of university life. 

5. Asking your parents for money while at university can be difficult. 

6. Your class schedule can vary significantly at university. 

7. Managing your freedom is a responsibility you learn at university. 

 
A B C D E F 

 
            

 

Task 2 

Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений 

A-G соответствуют содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не соответствуют 

(2 – False) и о чём в тексте не сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя 

дать ни положительного, ни отрицательного ответа (3 – Not stated). 

A) Amy is on her way to do some studying. 

B) Amy had to knock on her brother’s door more than once. 

C) Amy’s brother refused to turn down his music when she asked him to. 

D) Amy didn’t like the kind of music her brother was playing. 

E) Amy’s mum is always home when Amy gets home from school. 

F) Amy’s parents don’t do anything to help the situation. 

G) There’s only one bathroom in George’s home 

A B C D E F G 

              



2. Reading 

Task 3 

Установите соответствие между текстами A–G и заголовками 

1–8. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. Используете каждую цифру только 

один раз. В задании один заголовок лишний. 

 

1. For information and urgent help  

2. World without buttons  

3. To monitor and treat the disease  

4. A built-in charger  

5. Key under your skin  

6. Big brother is watching you  

7. Disadvantages of tech  

8. Phone always on you 
 

A. Sure, we’re virtually connected to our phones 24/7 now, but what if we 

could be literally plugged in to our phones? That’s already starting to 

happen. Last year, for instance, artist Anthony Antonellis had a chip put in 

his arm that could store and transfer data to his handheld smartphone. And 

researchers are already experimenting with sensors that turn human bone 

into living speakers. 

B. In the future patients will be able to use implantable technologies to 

diagnose and even treat diseases. Scientists in London are developing 

swallowable capsule-sized chip that will control fat levels in obese patients 

and generate genetic material that makes them feel “full”. It has potential as 

an alternative to surgery to handle obesity. Also it can monitor blood-sugar 

levels for diabetics. 

C. The U.S. military has programs to identify any person using face scanning 

device. Some people see it as a doubtless advantage: improved crime 

fighting, secure elections and never a lost child again. However, such 

technologies can hammer against social norms and raise privacy issues. And 

one day there might be a computer to see all, know all and control all. 

D. One of the challenges for implantable tech is delivering power to devices 

which are inside human bodies. You can’t plug them in as you do with your 

phone or computer. You can’t easily take them out to replace a battery. 

A team in Cambridge is working on specific bio batteries that can generate 

power inside the body, transfer it wirelessly where needed, and then simply 

melt away. 

E. Soon tattoos will not only make you look cool but will be able to perform 

useful tasks, like opening your car or entering smartphone codes with 

a finger- point. Researchers have made an implantable skin fibers thinner 

than a human hair. Scientists are working on the chip that can be put inside 

a finger through a tattoo-like process, letting you unlock things or enter 

codes simply by pointing. 



F. The British research team is developing pills with microprocessors in them 

that can text to hospitals directly from inside your body. The pills can share 

inside info to help doctors know if you are taking your medication properly 

and if it is having the desired effect. Moreover, in case of emergency, it can 

send a signal to the computer and the ambulance will come straight away. 

G. Lately touchscreens are everywhere – from computers, phones, tablets to car 

systems and vending machines. Even doorbells now include touch screen 

controls. One has to wonder: are we moving to a world of only touchscreen 

devices? And the answer is probably yes. We are coming to an age where 

every flat or even curved surface could be made a touchscreen and we can 

operate from it. 

 

A B C D E F G 

              

 

Task 4 

Заполните пропуски подходящими по смыслу частями предложения, 

одно из которых лишнее. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. 

 

 



A B C D E F 

            

 

3. Grammar and Lexicology  

Task 5 

Прочитайте текст. Заполните пропуски в предложениях под 

буквами A-G соответствующими формами слов, напечатанных заглавными 

буквами справа от каждого предложения 

A Before the ……………… of the hot air balloon, no human 

had ever successfully flown above the ground. 
INVENT 

B Two ……………… brothers, Josef and Etienne Montgolfier, 

were responsible for designing the world's first hot air balloon. 
FRANCE 

C The first successful ……………… was in 1783, and the 

Montgolfier 

FLY 

D brothers immediately became ……………… throughout the 

world. 
FAME 

E The design of hot air balloons is based on 

the……………… law that hot air rises. Aburner at the bottom 

of the balloon 

SCIENCE 

F provides the ……………… . As the air inside the balloon gets 

hotter, the balloon takes off. 

HOT 

G Its height above the ground is determined by how hot the 

air  inside is and its ……………… of travel depends on the 

wind. 

DIRECT 

 

A  

B  

C  

D  

E  

F  

G  

 

Task 6 

Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами. Эти 

буквы соответствуют заданиям A-G, в которых представлены возможные 

варианты ответов. Обведите номер выбранного вами варианта ответа.  

 

The Changing World of Computers 

     Computers are rapidly changing the way we do things. For a technology that is 

still relatively new, their A...................... on the business and consumer sector has 

been incomprehensible. As if it was not sufficient to own one computer, many 

people nowadays have a few of them. We think we need a desktop computer, 

a laptop computer, and a bunch of little computers in our phones and music 



players, even B ...................... they actually do the same thing. Now that everybody 

has their desktops and laptops, and we are all able to C ...................... the Internet 

anytime we want to, our world has turned into a virtual playground. We can now 

connect with our foreign neighbours in a matter of seconds, D ...................... of 

how far away they are from us. It's as if we no longer have borders in this highly 

digital world of ours. 

     Desktops have always been a great option, but the problem with them is that 

they are not mobile. They have all the E ...................... of other computers, but it 

can be annoying at times to have to sit in the same spot while working. For 

businesses and personal offices, desktop computers are still the favoured option 

because of their power. But when people have to be connected while travelling, the 

need for laptops really becomes apparent. The main advantage of laptops is the 

ability to communicate with people no F...................... where you are. Our society 

has been converted into one that has to have all the latest gadgets. Some people 

even G ...................... down on others if they still have last year's model of some 

gadget. Those people will always be behind the curve just because of how fast 

technology is advancing now. 

 

 

A 1) affect 2) role 3) impact 4) value 

B 1) though 2) now 3) so 4) as 

C 1) register 2) log 3) connect 4) access 

D 1) regardless 2) regarding 3) in spite 4) despite 

E 1) qualities 2) skills 3) capabilities 4) traits 

F 1) trouble 2) matter 3) doubt 4) problem 

G 1) turn 2) fall 3) come 4)look 

 

A B C D E F G 

       

 

4. Writing  

You have received a letter from your English-speaking pen friend Susie, who 

writes: 

... Guess what! My parents say I can have a pet for my birthday. Isn't that 

fantastic? I'm not sure what kind of pet to get, though. Have you got a pet? What 

do you think I should get? Dо you think dogs are too much trouble to look after? 

Maybe I should get a cat, or a hamster. Let me know what you think! 

Write a letter to Susie. In your letter: 

- answer his questions 

- ask 3 questions about the trip 

Write 100 – 140 words. Remember the rules of letter writing. 

 


